Present: Alex Glashauss, Liviu Florea, Lara Rivera, Nancy Tate, Brian Ogawa, Mary Sundal, and Baili Zhang; Judy McConnell-Farmer and Karen Diaz Anchante sent in their comments and votes by email.

Minutes of Feb. 26 meeting were approved.

Zhang reported that President Farley and he just returned from Vietnam, where they explored the market for potential student recruitment. Florea reported that the first group of students from Belgium under a new exchange program had a successful visit to WU. Rivera reported that the third Fukuoka (Japan) University group of nursing students completed their program at WU successfully.

Three funding applications were reviewed. Carpenter’s and Isaacson’s proposal was tabled for a number of questions to be addressed. It was later approved by email to fund both. Morgan’s proposal was not recommended.

The committee decided to hold a discussion on the issue of two co-presenters/co-authors applying for funds and the definition of “no-pay teaching” at the next meeting.

Zhang informed the committee that recent graduates of WU (within two years of graduation) will be charged the same application fee for study abroad as currently enrolled students instead of paying the higher rate for community members.

Baili Zhang